The universally conserved residues are not universally required for stable protein expression or functions of cryptochromes.
Universally conserved residues (UCRs) are invariable amino acids evolutionarily conserved among members of a protein family across diverse kingdoms of life. UCRs are considered important for stability and/or function of protein families, but it has not been experimentally examined systematically. Cryptochromes are photoreceptors in plants or light-independent components of the circadian clocks in mammals. We experimentally analyzed 51 UCRs of Arabidopsis cryptochrome 2 (CRY2) that are universally conserved in eukaryotic cryptochromes from Arabidopsis to human. Surprisingly, we found that UCRs required for stable protein expression of CRY2 in plants are not similarly required for stable protein expression of human hCRY1 in human cells. Moreover, 74% of the stably expressed CRY2 proteins mutated in UCRs retained wild-type-like activities for at least one photoresponses analyzed. Our finding suggests that the evolutionary mechanisms underlying conservation of UCRs or that distinguish UCRs from non-UCRs determining the same functions of individual cryptochromes remain to be investigated.